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How do we build 
local markets for 
retrofit that operate 
at scale? 
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- Neighbourhood scale
- Trusted intermediaries
- Client focussed design
- Values driven
- Iterative and flexible
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This webinar is for...
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Introductions



Where are you from?
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Poll
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Carbon Co-op Member Interviews

Context



Context

Times, 21st June 2020



ー Energy Efficiency improvements
ー Domestic scale renewables
ー Smart systems

ー Fabric First
ー Whole House
ー Low impact materials
ー Open source
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What is retrofit?

PAS 2035 Retrofitting dwellings for improved energy efficiency

https://www.trustmark.org.uk/ourservices/pas-2035
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Previous approaches
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Poll

Why do (you think) people 
commission home retrofit works?
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Our approach
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Working with the willing...
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Our approach



Personas and 
mapping
Understanding clients, 
targeting resources
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Personas and mapping
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Market research



Climate 
Pragmatists 
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Personas

Civic Minded 
Retirees

Climate 
Idealists



Community- Based 
Social Marketing
Create trust and effectively 
engage and recruit clients
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Carbon Co-op Member Interviews
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Green Deal approach to marketing
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ー A rep who has travelled 200 miles to 
speak to you or a neighbour who 
recommends an offer?

ー A company with offshore assets and 
a dubious tax record or a 
not-for-profit Community Energy 
social enterprise?

ー A sub-contractor working on 
piecemeal rates or a local builder 
with an office in your town?

Who would you trust to ‘sell’ a retrofit



Better Buildings- Community-Based Social Marketing toolkit

ー Innovative behaviours 
and new norms

ー Neighbourhood 
scale/Bottom Up

ー Using peers and trusted 
institutions to deliver 
message

ー Fundamentally about 
values
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Community Based Social marketing

https://www.energy.gov/eere/better-buildings-residential-network/downloads/community-based-social-marketing-toolkit#:~:text=The%20Better%20Buildings%20Residential%20Network%20Community%2DBased%20Social%20Marketing%20Toolkit,homes%20that%20are%20energy%20efficient.
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People Powered Retrofit in Levenshulme
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Carbon Co-op Member Interviews

Supply chain 
and skills
Develop a knowledgeable network of 
contractors and consultants



ー Current supply chain for retrofit is very limited
ー PPR chose to focus on RMI contractors

– Used to working one-to-one with owner occupiers
– Used to logistics of smaller scale site management
– Local knowledge of housing types and conditions 
– Gain work through local ‘word of mouth’ and reputation

ー PPR also building links with architects, engineer advisors, 
specialists (often Micro/ Sole Traders) - to support delivery of 
good quality design, interacting with contractor network. 

ー Retrofit often seen as complicated and risky - can happily earn 
a living elsewhere - so need right kind of support and clients!
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Supply Chain Development



ー Investing in existing skills - we’re not starting from scratch!
ー Understanding needs of contractors working at different scales 

and in various specialisms - no one size fits all! 
ー Building a community of practice and expertise in retrofit 
ー Providing peer learning and mentoring opportunities 
ー Supporting both business growth and new entrants
ー Providing QA through dedicated training and on-site support
ー Referencing PAS2035 (but not expecting all to be fully certified)
ー Exploring links to local/ regional skills strategies 
ー Exploring links to planning and building control (trying to make 

everyone’s life easier whilst scaling up) 
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Supply Chain Development 



ー Engage in and respect existing 
supply chain expertise

ー Engage in and respect existing RMI 
networks

ー Training needs to be practical - 
learning from experience and case 
studies, not checklists

ー Peer learning and support is 
powerful and highly valued

ー Need to demonstrate demand from 
‘good’ clients to give comfort to 
those investing time and skills
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Lessons
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Carbon Co-op Member Interviews

Service 
Design
Create an end to-end-service that helps 
clients achieve quality retrofit works
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Designing services….
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Service Design process
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1.  Advice
Retrofit Advisor

2. Making a Plan
My Home Energy Planner

Retrofit Assessor

3. Design Development
Retrofit Coordinator

Procurement Support
Retrofit Coordinator

4. On-site Support
Retrofit Coordinator

 5. Handover
Retrofit Coordinator

Architectural 
Support

Contractor 
Networks

Contractor 
Training

Testing/
Investigation

QA Framework



Retrofit 
Adviser

PPR 
Service 
Manager

Retrofit 
Coordinator

Technical 
Lead

Retrofit 
Assessor

Programme 
Manager

Architect Engineer Contractor

ICT 
Development

Training 
Manager
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ICT services
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Smart meter data integration
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Carbon Co-op Member Interviews

Real world 
experiences



ー Approaching 50 clients: most in assessment and design, a 
couple completed, some on site and more to follow

ー Clients happy to pay the fees
ー High levels of trust and satisfaction
ー Home visits re-starting
ー No discernable drop off in demand post Covid-19
ー Iterative and ongoing development of the service
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The first 6 months...



People Powered Retrofit: the 
community wealth building 

perspective

Jonty Leibowitz

Senior Researcher

@JontyLeibowitz
@CLESthinkdo
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Carbon Co-op Member Interviews

Replication
Learn from others and contribute to a 
growing network of practice
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Replication… good ideas grow



ー Modular approach or all together
ー Training packages and manual
ー Backend tools and systems
ー A growing network of support and 

practice
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Replication of People Powered Retrofit



Lessons
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Carbon Co-op Member Interviews



● One size does not fit all
● Build in trust from the start
● Remain client focussed at all times
● Mapping and research - understand your market
● Test and pilot, start small, but start!
● Iterative, flexible development, learn and evolve
● Build technical expertise and capacity -  in house not external
● Get trading as soon as possible
● Be collaborative and open
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Building a retrofit market 



● - Email info@carbon.coop
- People Powered Retrofit (including link to report)

● - My Home Energy Planner  
● - Carbon Co-op webinar programme 

●
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More information

mailto:info@carbon.coop
https://carbon.coop/portfolio/people-powered-retrofit/
https://carbon.coop/portfolio/home-energy-assessment/
https://carbon.coop/carbon-co-op-webinar-programme/
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People Powered Retrofit

www.carbon.coop / @carboncoop

http://www.carbon.coop

